Grocery Kit Help to the Destitute
She is Leelamma Moncy. She is 69 years old and
works on daily wages at a paddy field. Sometimes
the owner calls for her help and pays a very little
wage, but still that helps her a lot for her survival.
Her husband is physically not well, so she needs to
take care of most of the things at home. She has
two children, they are married and settled in their
life. They help sometimes but now due to the crisis
they are also not able to help that much. She is very
thankful to IEM for the great help given to her. She
was very happy to receive
the groceries.

Her name is Sally Thoma. Her husband is a two wheeler
mechanic. They have two children, and also her elderly
parents are staying with them. Her father-in-law is
going through many medical treatments for diabetes,
cholesterol and B.P. This family has alot of financial
problems, and the Covid crisis has made their family
situation worse. She thanked IEM for including her
family with a grocery kit.

His name is Babu Joshi. He is working at a small mobile
shop, somehow surviving because of this job. His
father is not able to work, so all the responsibility is
on him to look after his home. He is married and has a
five month baby. He is worried because of the Covid,
since very few customers are coming to the shop. As
he is getting much less income, it’s becoming very
difficult for his family to pass each day. Also he has
lot of pressure from his owner to do something,
otherwise he will lose his job. During this time he is
very thankful to IEM for the grocery kit.

Her name is Subina, and she is a widow. During the
Covid lockdown she had to go through some days
without food, because of no work and funds. Our kit
was a great help to her. She is worried how things
will work out in the future if the Coronavirus
continues, and where she will get work. She is
thankful to God for bringing IEM to help her.

Her name is Ammanikutty. She is 75 years old. Her
husband passed away two years back. She is staying
with her son’s family. They are looking after her but
during the Covid her son is having lot of problems with
his job, so it is becoming very difficult for him as
there is no proper income at home. Her son has two
children, so many times she also feels troubled. She
has thanked everyone for their great help.

